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We present an amplitude equation for sand ripples under oscillatory flow in a situation where the sand is
moving in a narrow channel and the height profile is practically one dimensional. The equation has the form

ht=−��h− h̄�+ (�hx�2−1)hxx−hxxxx+�(�hx�2)xx which, due to the first term, is neither completely local �it has

long-range coupling through the average height h̄� nor has local sand conservation. We argue that this is
reasonable and show that the equation compares well with experimental observations in narrow channels. We
focus in particular on the so-called doubling transition, a secondary instability caused by the sudden decrease
in the amplitude of the water motion, leading to the appearance of a new ripple in each trough. This transition
is well reproduced for sufficiently large � �asymmetry between trough and crest�. We finally present surprising
experimental results showing that long-range coupling is indeed seen in the initial details of the doubling
transition, where in fact two small ripples are initially formed, followed by global symmetry breaking remov-
ing one of them.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.78.047301 PACS number�s�: 47.54.�r, 45.70.Qj, 47.20.Lz

Sand ripples under water waves near the coast display a
rich repertoire of patterns and interesting transitions among
them. These structures have been investigated theoretically
and in laboratory experiments for many years starting with
the pioneering work of Ayrton and Bagnold �1,2�. The phe-
nomenology is in many ways similar to classical pattern
forming systems like Rayleigh-Bénard convection, but in
contrast to the latter, an amplitude equation �3� has never
been derived for the periodically driven sand ripples. In the
present paper we propose a candidate for such an amplitude
equation, so far restricted to one spatial dimension, i.e., sys-
tems of parallel ripples. We hope thereby to be able to ratio-
nalize some of the many interesting classical and recent ob-
servations on the pattern forming properties of such systems
�4–7�.

An oscillatory flow above a layer of sand leads to the
formation of ripples if the flow is strong enough to set the
sand in motion. The initial ripples are small and often called
“rolling grain ripples” �2�. As time progresses they coarsen
and finally turn into stable “vortex ripples.” Presumably the
coarsening is logarithmic �6� although the precise evolution
to fully developed vortex ripples depends on the initial
preparation of the sand. The formation of ripples can either
be seen as an intrinsic instability of a flat bed to oscillatory
flow, leading to a wavy bottom �8�, or as the tendency for
loose grains to lump together �9�. This process can occur
whenever the flow is able to tear sand grains loose from the
bed, and this happens when the so-called Shields parameter
�, the nondimensional shear stress, exceeds a threshold value
�c �10�. In any case, the flat bed is unstable to a band of
wavelengths, and the fully developed system typically has a
wavelength much larger than the one of the initial instability.
This final wavelength is set by the external flow: It is roughly
proportional to the amplitude of the water motion, and inde-
pendent of the frequency �11�. Changes in frequency influ-
ence the shape of the ripples and can lead to secondary in-
stabilities �7�. The maximal slope of the fully developed

ripples is close to the angle of repose for wet sand �4�, in our
case around 30°.

The final wavelength selection is governed by the separa-
tion vortex appearing in the trough on the lee side of the
ripple crest, whose maximal size is set by the amplitude of
the water motion near the bottom. The separation process is
also what makes the hydrodynamics of sand ripples so diffi-
cult, since the only simple model for such flows �the bound-
ary layer approximation� becomes singular at separation
points. Currently no simple model exists which can predict
separated flow along an arbitrary height profile �short of
solving the full Navier-Stokes equations�. When one adds to
this the fact that the flow is turbulent and the complications
of the granular dynamics, we are far from a model for the
dynamics that would make it possible to derive an amplitude
equation from “first principles.” And even with such a
model, the problem in understanding the ripple structures is
one of keeping track of minute changes over long times,
resulting from differences of sizable, almost opposite,
changes occurring in each half-stroke. The best model cur-
rently available �12,13� does this by assigning to the ripples
a transport function, which predicts the amount of transport
in each half-stroke, depending on the ripple size. This model
has been quite successful in predicting certain properties of
the ripple patterns, but relies on the representation of a height
profile in terms of elementary ripples making, e.g., the cre-
ation of new ripples somewhat artificial.

In our amplitude equation, the periodic forcing will not
appear explicitly. We are interested in the long time behavior,
in the sense that we shall try to reproduce experimental ob-
servation made on time scales that contain many periods.
The height function h�x , t� appearing in the amplitude equa-
tion is thus equivalent to the height of the real sand-layer
time-averaged over one period of the drive. To derive an
amplitude equation for h, we shall rely on symmetry proper-
ties and the assumption that terms with lower derivatives and
powers of the field will dominate. The simplest candidate,
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which has been discussed before in the context of sand
ripples �14� and more generally �15,16�, is

ht = A„�hx�2 − �…hxx − �hxxxx + B„�hx�2
…xx. �1�

The first term �proportional to A� on the right-hand side
�RHS� generates a flat-bed instability as in the Kuromoto-
Sivashinsky equation �3�, when the nondimensional para-
meter � is positive. This parameter is thus analogous to
��−�c�. For positive � this instability remains as long as
�hx � ���, roughly the angle of repose.

The term proportional to � provides the necessary damp-
ing at small scales in the unstable case. The last term breaks
the up-down symmetry h→−h. This is important for the sec-
ondary instabilities, since they distinguish between crest and
trough of the ripples. The field h is locally conserved in the
sense that ht=−Jx, where the surface current is

J = − A�1

3
�hx�3 − �hx� − �hxxx − B„�hx�2

…x. �2�

The problem with �1� is, that it displays coarsening, which
goes on until the system contains only one large ripple
�15,16�. This behavior is typical of systems with a local con-
servation law �15�, and since sand is of course conserved in
the dynamics, it seems obvious that the amplitude equation
must have this property. Actually, this is not so clear, since an
amplitude equation written entirely in terms of the local sand
height leaves out a large number of degrees of freedom. The
simplest way to quench the instability at large length scale is

to add a linear term −a�h− h̄� to the RHS of �1�—as in the
Swift-Hohenberg equation �3�. This violates the local conser-
vation property, but the explicit appearance of the average

height h̄=L−1	0
Lhdx ensures that it satisfies the global conser-

vation law dh̄
dt =0 �for periodic boundary conditions�. This

linear term thus breaks two standard assumptions: Local con-
servation and local coupling. Both of these violations are
reasonable. It is well known that sand is not simply trans-
ported along the surface. In fact sand moves into the ripples
at some places and resurfaces at other places �17�, and it is
also thrown into the water current at some places and re-
turned to the interface at others. Even though sand is of
course locally conserved, we cannot expect the sand current
to be simply a function of the local height. Also, since the
hydrodynamics driving the grains is incompressible and gen-
erates vortices we should expect long-distance effects �19�.

Note that in the case of ripples generated by DC flow a
much more detailed representation of the dynamics has been
developed in terms of saltation and reptation currents �see,
e.g., �18��. In the oscillatory case, as discussed above, the
location and strength of the separation vortices is the main
ingredient, and since we do not know how to handle this
accurately we simply assume that the finite length of separa-
tion bubbles �for a given water amplitude� can be translated
to a finite time scale a−1 beyond which the ripple forming
instability is damped.

By appropriate rescaling �20� the amplitude equation can
now �assuming that ��0� be brought on dimensionless form

ht = − ��h − h̄� + „�hx�2 − 1…hxx − hxxxx + �„�hx�2
…xx �3�

with only two parameters, �=a�A−2�−2 and �=B�−1/2A−1/2.
For arbitrary choice of � and � the dynamics described by �3�
seems to converge to a stationary state. This is guaranteed
if the dynamics is potential �3�, i.e., of the form
ht=− �

�hH
h ,hx ,hxx , . . . �. For �=0, a potential indeed exists
and is of the form

H =
1

2
�

0

L ���h − h̄�2 − �hx�2 +
1

6
�hx�4 + �hxx�2�dx �4�

but for ��0 this is no longer true, so in principle the
asymptotic dynamics could be more complicated.

FIG. 1. The experimental setup: A narrow channel with a layer
of sand is moved periodically in a plexiglass tank.

(a) (b)

FIG. 2. Temporal development of flat bed instability. �a� For the amplitude equation �3�, �=0.03 and �=1 with periodic boundary
conditions. �b� In the experiment �side view of the central region �36 cm� of the channel�. The length of each black bar is 1 cm—note that
the vertical scale is twice that of the horizontal. T denotes the number of oscillations.
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The predictions of the amplitude equation �3� will be
compared with experimental observations obtained by oscil-
lating a tray of sand in a narrow channel. The experimental
setup is seen in Fig. 1. A sledge with a narrow channel of
width 11 mm is moved using an eccentric coupling to a ro-
tating wheel. The sledge moves on rails inside a transparent
plexiglass tank fixed in the laboratory frame. The tank is
filled with tap water such that there is no free surface except
in the two vertical pipes that compensate volume changes as
the driving rod penetrates the tank. Adjustable driving pa-
rameters are the sledge amplitude R and frequency f , typical
values are R=30 mm and f =1 Hz. As long as R	1 m
�length of the arm� the motion is nearly harmonic. In Fig.
2�a� we show a sequence of height profiles obtained by nu-
merical solution of the amplitude equation �3� for �=1 start-
ing with a flat bed. For comparison, Fig. 2�b� shows snap-
shots of the development in the experimental system. The
initial instability from a flat bed occurs in the model around
the most unstable wave number k=1 /�2 and subsequently
the wavelength increases by coarsening. For �=0 this would
lead to a ripple size growing logarithmically, i.e., 
�t� ln t
�15�. For ��0 the process stops at a finite wavelength as we
expect. Figure 3 shows the number of ripples N=Lk /2� in a
system of size L=200, as function of � for various values of
� always computed by starting from a flat bed with a slight
randomness. As can be seen from the data, N seems to follow
a power law N�����, but the exponent seems to depend on
�, going from ��0.12 for �=0 to ��0.5 for �=5. The
value �=0.5 corresponds to the scaling of the lower edge of
the unstable wave-number band for a flat bed, i.e.,
�ke�2=0.5�1− �1−4��1/2���, for �	1. We do not know why
this “trivial” scaling is apparently found only for large �. As
we shall see later, a nonzero � is necessary to understand the
“doubling transition” and thus we can, in the physically rel-
evant case of not too small �, roughly identify the amplitude
of the water motion �which determines the ripple wave-
length� with �−1/2. The experimental control parameter most
obviously related to � is the frequency f , which does not

have much influence on the wavelength, but changes the
ripple shapes.

One should note that the determination of N��� is difficult
numerically due to the large equilibration times and the in-
herent nonuniqueness of the final state, which is also a prop-
erty of the experiment �2�. We do not have sufficient statis-
tics to give meaningful error bars in Fig. 3, but different runs
can give ripples numbers N differing by around 20%. One
can force this variation in N further by starting in a “wrong”
stationary state. As an example, we have found a stationary
state for L=200, �=1, and �=0.025 with N=13 ripples. Tak-
ing this state as initial condition we can vary � within the
whole interval �0.009,0.08� without changing N. The same is
true for the experiments: Around each state there is a “sta-
bility balloon” inside which no bifurcations take place even
though parameters are changed. Note however that in the

(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 4. �a� “Doubling” transition by approximately halving the stroke length from initially 90 mm �top�. After some time a new ripple
appears in each trough leading to an intermediate state with twice as many ripples, which may then coarsen to fewer ripples in the final state.
The initial doubling of the ripple number happens generically going to a state with more ripples. Note the slight drift typical of systems with
a spontaneously broken translational symmetry. Each black bar is 1 cm long. �b� Doubling transition of �3� when changing � from 0.025 to
0.1 for �=1. �c� Transition when changing � from 0.006 to 0.2 for �=0. When �=0 the profile is up-down symmetric and doubling cannot
occur. Instead, the amplitude initially decays almost to zero whereupon a modulation of the amplitude sets in. The decaying peaks or troughs
subsequently split leading to an increased number of ripples in the final state. In all cases, we only show part of the system with a few ripples
to make the bifurcation scenario clear.
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FIG. 3. Number of ripples in a domain of size L=200 for �=0,
1, and 5 as function of �. Also shown �dashed line� is the corre-
sponding “limiting number,” Nlim=Lke��� /2� and the nearest inte-
ger value, Int�Nlim�, larger than Nlim �full line with ��. The numer-
ics were done with finite difference methods using a variable-step
Runge-Kutta algorithm �MATLAB� for time integrations. Periodic
boundary conditions were used, and for these long simulations
�around 106 time steps� it was important to use the conserving form
�2� for all terms except the one proportional to � to avoid drift of the
mean height.
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experiments the boundary conditions are not periodic, and
ripples can move across the outer boundary allowing the
system to adjust the wavelength slightly. Beyond these
boundaries three distinct types of transitions have been de-
scribed �7�. The “pearling” transition, where the frequency is
suddenly increased, leads to a new pattern, where a checker-
board of small ripples �“pearls”� appear in the troughs of the
old ones. In the “bulging” transition the amplitude of the
water �tray� motion is suddenly increased and the ensuing
coarsening process leads through a checkerboard pattern of
dilations and compressions. Finally, a sudden decrease in
amplitude introduces new ripples via “doubling,” whereby a
new ripple emerges in each trough. This is true even if the
number of ripples in the final pattern is substantially less
than 2 times the original one—the superfluous ripples are
subsequently removed by “bulging.” In the following we
shall concentrate on the doubling since it is an essentially
one-dimensional �1D� transition. Figure 4�a� shows snap-
shots from an experimentally observed doubling transition in
our setup. Time increases downward and in the middle panel
a new ripple is apparent in each trough. In Fig. 4�b� similar
sequences are generated numerically from �3� when � is
changed from 0.025 to 0.13 with �fixed� �=1. The threshold
for doubling in this state is �=0.08. For this to occur, it is
crucial that ��0. For �=0 �Fig. 4�c�� there is no difference
between crests and troughs and the bifurcation typically pro-
ceeds by “peak-splitting” �either around crests or troughs�
and this typically occurs after a substantial decay of the am-
plitude �Fig. 4�c� at t=390�.

In Fig. 5 we present a sequence of experimentally gener-
ated height profiles showing the doubling transition from
Fig. 4�a� in more detail. It is seen that the initial instability
actually leads to the birth of two new ripples in each trough.
Very quickly �after a few oscillation periods�, though, one of
them wins and grows while the other decays. Surprisingly
enough, the one that wins was in all experiments observed to

be the same in all of the troughs—either all the left hand
ones or all the right hand ones. In our experiment both cases
occur, so we believe that this phenomenon is due to a genu-
ine hydrodynamical coupling, not to asymmetry of our ex-
periment. This effect is not captured by our amplitude equa-
tion, but it does illustrate that long-range coupling occurs. To
examine this further, we repeated the experiment and stopped
the oscillation when the system had clearly selected in which
side the new ripples should grow. We then manually moved
one ripple to the other side of the trough. Upon restarting the
oscillation this ripple was moved back by the flow, clearly
showing the strength of the hydrodynamical coupling. The
fact that the new ripples initially form close to the reconnec-
tion point of the separation bubble shows again clearly that a
more refined theory needs to include a model of separation.

We hope in future work to be able to understand the in-
teresting three-dimensional features �as seen, e.g., in the
“bulging transition” �7� or applying a skewed drive �21�� by
extension of our model to two spatial dimensions.

We are grateful to Joachim Krug, Vincent Hakim, and
Joachim Kruithof for helpful discussions.
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